How to use this template
Spaces for interchangeable data are marked in red, bold type, and inside square brackets, [LIKE THIS].
Replace these elements with the required data, such as the name of your contact, the name of the site or magazine they write for, and the name of your book, etc.
When replacing elements, ensure that you adjust font and text color to match the rest of the email, as required. You don’t want your final email to look like a copy-pasted template.
Feel free to adjust the content of the email anywhere you see fit – for example, to mention a specific review that you can congratulate the recipient on, rather than mentioning the reviews in general.
You can also easily switch certain words or adjust to match your preferred voice. Do try to keep the tone upbeat and appreciative, however.
For your email’s subject line, use the following:
Review for [INSERT TARGET PUBLICATION/SITE NAME]
As can be expected, replace the red, bracketed section with the name of the outlet you are contacting. This subject line is intentionally worded to appeal to the recipient if they currently write for that publication.

The full email template can be found on Page 2.

Hi [CONTACT’S FIRST NAME],
I don’t think we’ve been introduced in the past, so it’s lovely to meet you.
I’ve been a fan of [INSERT PUBLICATION NAME] for a little while now, and have especially enjoyed reading your reviews – it can be hard to find criticism that’s so consistently fair. Well done!
As an author in the [INSERT GENRE] niche (which you cover so well) I wanted to get in touch and personally ask if you would be interested in putting my latest novel, [INSERT BOOK TITLE], under your microscope?
I believe your audience would seriously enjoy it, and (selfishly, I’ll admit) would be honored to have your appraisal.
I know you’re extremely busy, so I won’t be so presumptuous as to dive right in by throwing a copy at you and assuming you have the time or will. To help you out, however, here are the quick details:
Title: [INSERT BOOK TITLE]
Length: [INSERT PAGE LENGTH]
Formats: [INSERT AVAILABLE FORMATS EG. EBOOK, PAPERBACK, HARDBACK]
Publisher: [INSERT PUBLISHER NAME]
Synopsis:
[INSERT REAR COVER BLURB]
Do you have a preferred format for review copies? I can hand over PDF, mobi, epub [DELETE OR INSERT OTHER FORMATS AS NECESSARY] – whatever works best for you.
Thanks so much for considering this. I suspect you’ll enjoy it immensely – but more importantly, as I said, I’m sure your readers will be grateful to you for telling them about it.
If I’m somehow confused and you’re no longer dealing with book reviews at [INSERT PUBLICATION NAME], would you mind forwarding this email to the correct person? I’ll happily pay penance by way of some random, ludicrous act if you need me to!
(Okay, maybe not too ludicrous.)
Thanks again.
Take care,
[YOUR NAME]
[YOUR EMAIL SIGNATURE IF YOU USE ONE]

